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ANNEX 1.1.1



Let’s improve our school 
garden

Escola Elvira Cuyàs



This is our school garden

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSxBbyQXVzc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CSxBbyQXVzc


Many fruits and vegetables you can find in shops have been sprayed 
with chemical products to extend their life in shops.  
We can improve our health and learn a lot from growing plants and 
vegetables. We can be part of the change. 

During this project you will decide which aromatic plants will be in our 
school garden. This area has not been used for a while and there is 
nothing growing there. So,......



How can we improve our school 
garden?



What are we going to learn today?

How can we measure the garden?

How can we share the measurements of the garden 
with our group?



What are we going to do today?

1 ● Let’s meet our group!

2 ● Let’s measure the garden!

3 ● Tasks checklist! 

Today’s Menu: 
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BASILBASIL



THYMETHYME



LAVENDERLAVENDER



OREGANOOREGANO



ROSEMARYROSEMARY



MINTMINT



PARSLEYPARSLEY



CHIVECHIVE



CHAMOMILECHAMOMILE
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WORKING IN GROUPS
RULES
1. LISTEN TO THE TEACHER FOR 

INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE START 
WORKING

2. STAY WITH YOUR GROUP

3. LISTEN TO YOUR GROUP MEMBERS

4. RESPECT ALL THE OPINIONS

5. WORK ON YOUR TASK



SECRETARY

- I write down all the ideas.

“What did you say?”

“Can you repeat that, 
please?”

SPOKESPERSON

- I present the group’s work to 
the class.

“In our group we…”

SUPERVISOR

- I check that the group 
completes the task.

- I check the group uses the 
language support.

“We need to do…”

“The language support 
says…”

ERRAND MONITOR
- I get the materials.

- I ask for help from the 
teacher when necessary.

“I’ll get the materials”

“Is it time to ask the 
teacher for help?”
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My team
There  are ______ people in my team. 

We are: _______, _______, _______ and _______. 



DAY 4: 

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles

DAY 2:

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles

DAY 3:

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles

DAY 1: 

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles



DAY 6: 

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles

________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Comments

DAY 5: 

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

________ is the _________

Roles
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Observing students

                     checklist FOR TEACHERS

Task Done?

Yes NO
PARTICIPATION

Works collaboratively.

Is on task/engaged in his/her work.

Actively exchanges ideas.

USE OF ENGLISH - COMMUNICATION

Uses English to communicate.

Looks at language support to use English.

Respects other’s opinions.

LEARNING TO LEARN

Asks help when needed.

Accepts guidance.

Makes necessary changes if needed.
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LANGUAGE SUPPORT FOR GROUP INTERACTION -
LET’S MEASURE THE GARDEN!

Language for discussing:

What measurements can we take?

Which unit would we use? (m/cm)

Let’s start measuring from this corner.

Please, can you hold the beginning of the measuring tape?

Let’s revise these measurements.

Write the number _______ on the sketch.

It/This side measures _____ meters.

How to read a number? 2.35: It measures two meters point thirty - five.

10= ten 20= twenty 30= thirty 40 = forty 50= fifty

60= sixty 70= seventy 80= eighty 90= ninety

Teamwork:

Roles:

Who is the writer? Who measures?

Do you want to write the measures?

I ask for clarification:

Can you repeat the number, please?

How do you write that number?

Not so fast!

I don’t understand.

I  ask for help
Can you help me/ us, please?
I/we  need some help.
How do you say...?
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our school garden
Let's measure



our school garden
Let's measure
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My learning portfolio

Task checklist
Task Date Yes NO

Day 1

We decided the roles.

We measured the garden.

We spoke at least 2 sentences from “Language for 
discussing”.

Day 2

We designed our garden bed with aromatic plants.

We used the aromatic plants’ booklet to decide.

We explained our design in English.

Day 3
We designed our team budget with plants and tools.

We spoke at least 2 sentences from “I ask for clarification”.

Day 4
We planted our aromatic plants in the garden.

We spoke at least 2 sentences from “Teamwork”.

Day 5
We created our group poster.

We spoke at least 2 sentences from “Language for 
discussing”.

Day 6 We added QR codes to our posters.

We uploaded our poster to the School site.

We spoke at least 2 sentences from “I ask for clarification”.
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I CAN ...
checklist

YES NO
I can use the measuring tape to measure one side.

I can measure the perimeter.

I can use at least 3 sentences in English from the 
language support.

I CAN ...
checklist

YES NO
I can use the measuring tape to measure one side.

I can measure the perimeter.

I can use at least 3 sentences in English from the 
language support.
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Let’s improve our school 
garden

Escola Elvira Cuyàs



How can we improve our school 
garden?



Aromatic plants

https://animoto.com/play/fI9LqJ101mPh4pdnaTo0Tg
https://animoto.com/play/fI9LqJ101mPh4pdnaTo0Tg


What are we going to learn today?

How are you going to design your garden bed?

How can you share your design with the rest of the 
class?



What are we going to do today?

1 ● Let’s design our raised garden bed!

2 ● Let’s share your design! 

3 ● My learning portfolio! 

Today’s Menu: 
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Aromatic
PLANTS

Escola Elvira Cuyàs
GEP 2

L E T ' S  I M P R O V E

O U R  S C H O O L

G A R D E N



BASILBASIL

THYMETHYME

LAVENDERLAVENDER

OREGANOOREGANO
ROSEMARYROSEMARY

MINTMINTCHIVECHIVE

PARSLEYPARSLEY

CHAMOMILECHAMOMILE
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BASIL Basil is originally native to India and other
tropical regions of Asia. It's used in many
cuisines throughout the world.

Characteristics
It grows to between 30–60 cm tall. It has
light green, soft leaves 3–5 cm long and 1–3
cm broad. The leaves are opposite each
other. The flowers are quite big. They are
white and arranged as a spike.

Growing basil
Basil is very sensitive to cold. It grows best in
strong sunlight, in hot and dry conditions.
Basil will grow the best outdoors, if its cold
use a greenhouse.

BASIL IS ONE OF THE MAIN INGREDIENTS IN PESTO.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Silk
https://kids.kiddle.co/Leaf


BASIL

native (from)

Language support

throughout grow

smooth long broad

opposite arranged as a spike sunlight

dry outdoors greenhouse



THYME There are about 350 different species of
thyme.

Characteristics
They can grow to about 40 cm tall. Thyme is
widely grown as a herb. Usually, it is grown
for its strong flavour.

The stems are usually narrow. The leaves are
evergreen in most species. The flowers are
white, pink or purple.

Growing thyme
Thyme likes a hot sunny location with good-
draining soil. It is planted in the spring. It
tolerates drought well.

THYME IS WIDELY USED FOR COOKING.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Herb
https://kids.kiddle.co/Plant_stem
https://kids.kiddle.co/Leaf
https://kids.kiddle.co/Evergreen
https://kids.kiddle.co/Flower


THYME

Language support

grow

widely grown: expression.

Means "commonly planted as a

herb"

flavour stems narrow

evergreen draining drought



LAVENDER Lavender is a type of plant found on almost
all continents. It has a purplish colour. 

Characteristics
Lavender is very popular for its good scent.

Growing lavender
Growing lavender is easy. It needs well-
drained soil and full sun.

Plants that are particularly good companion
for lavender include basil and oregano. They
increase the vitality and growth of nearby
lavender plants by repelling aphids and
various species of flies.

IT HAS A COLOUR NAMED AFTER IT, CALLED LAVENDER. 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Plant
https://kids.kiddle.co/Continent
https://kids.kiddle.co/Colouring
https://kids.kiddle.co/Scent
https://kids.kiddle.co/Colour
https://kids.kiddle.co/Lavender_(colour)


LAVENDER

purplish scent drained 

soil companion increase

nearby aphids flies

Language support

grow



OREGANO It is native to Europe, the Mediterranean
region and southern and central Asia.

Characteristics
It can grow to 20–80 cm tall. Its leaves are
opposite each other. 

Growing oregano
Oregano needs a warm climate and well-
drained soil.
Don’t overwater oregano.

THE LEAVES ARE USED FOR COOKING, ESPECIALLY IN GREEK
AND ITALIAN CUISINES. 

https://kids.kiddle.co/Europe
https://kids.kiddle.co/Mediterranean
https://kids.kiddle.co/Asia
https://kids.kiddle.co/Italian_cuisine


native (from)

OREGANO

Language support

oppositegrow

warm draining soil

don't overwater



ROSEMARY It is native to the Mediterranean region.

Characteristics
Needle-like leaves and white, pink, purple, or
blue flowers. It grows about 10–15 cm.

Growing rosemary
Rosemary needs a warm and sunny climate
and well-drained soil.

ROSEMARY LEAVES ARE USED AS A FLAVORING IN FOODS.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Mediterranean


native (from) grow needle-like leaves

ROSEMARY

Language support

warm drain soil



MINT Mints are aromatic. It is estimated that 13 to
18 species exist.

Characteristics
Mint grows 10–120 cm tall and can spread
over an indeterminate area. Due to their
tendency to spread unchecked, some mints
are considered invasive.

Growing Mint
They are fast-growing. In general, mints
tolerate a wide range of conditions, and can
also be grown in full sun. Grow best in wet
environments and moist soils.

MINT GROWS ALL YEAR ROUND.

https://kids.kiddle.co/Species
https://kids.kiddle.co/Invasive_plant


unchecked invasive fast-growing

MINT

Language support

aromatic grow spread

wet moist soil



PARSLEY Parsley comes from the eastern
Mediterranean. 

Characteristics
Parsley grows 25 and 80 cm. Leaves are
green.

Growing Parsley
Parsley needs indirect sunlight, good
drainage and frequent watering.

PARSLEY IS EXTRAORDINARILY RICH IN VITAMINS C AND A.



grow

PARSLEY

Language support

sunlighteastern

drain watering



CHIVE Widespread in nature across Europe, Asia,
and North America.

Characteristics
Chives grow between 10 and 50 cm.

Growing Chive
Chives go back to the underground bulbs in
winter, with the new leaves appearing in
early spring.
Chives starting to look old can be cut back to
about 2–5 cm.

CHIVES ARE CULTIVATED  FOR THEIR CULINARY USES.



CHIVE

Language support

growwidespread

underground bulb

cut



CHAMOMILE It originates from Europe, Asia and North
Africa, but you can find it anywhere in the
world. 

Characteristics
Chamomile grows between  20 and 30 cm. 

Growing Chamomille
Chamomille grows best in cool conditions
but it can be planted both in the shade or in
the sun. The soil should be dry. It needs very
little water.

CHAMOMILE IS USED TO MAKE HERBAL INFUSIONS OR TEA.



CHAMOMILE

Language support

originates               grow       cool

       dryshade                          soil
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PLANTING CALENDAR

PLANT JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

BASIL
X X X

THYME
X X X

LAVENDER
X X

OREGANO

X X X X

ROSEMARY

X X X

MINT

X X X X X X

PARSLEY

X X X X X X X X X X X X

CHIVE

X X X X X

CHAMOMILE

X X X
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LANGUAGE SUPPORT FOR GROUP INTERACTION -
LET’S DESIGN OUR GARDEN!

Language for discussing:

Let’s start designing from this corner.

Let’s check the leaflet.

Which plants can we choose?

We can plant mint/ thyme/ basil/
chamomile/...

Write the plant “_______ “ on the
worksheet.

We can plant _______ in April.

Teamwork: I ask for clarification:

Who is the writer?

Who wants to read the leaflet?

Who wants to read the plant's
information?

Can you repeat the name of the plant,
please?

How do you write that word?

Not so fast!

I don’t understand.

I  ask for help

Can you help me/ us, please?
I/we need some help.
How do you say...?
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Our design

Plants we need:



Our design

Plants we need:



Our design

Plants we need:



Our design

Plants we need:
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We are going to plant
+ number (1,2,3…) +
name of the plant
(basil/parsley..)
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My learning 

portfolio

Name: ________________

Let’s improve our 
school garden


